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Rooms with a view

For an indoor swimming pool in Perch-
toldsdorf, we crafted a large mural depict-
ing a scene at the beach in trompe-l’oeil.
As a result the proportions of the room
appear to be significantly expanded, and
the perception of depth enhanced.
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Infinite space in just 100 m2

For the remodelling of an indoor swimming pool in Vienna, several trompe-l’oeil
designs were drawn up until just the right one was found for implementation.

Only two wall surfaces were painted in the first phase of the project. However, the final
product met with such approval that the entire pool room was painted in trompe-l’oeil.
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A sunny town on the horizon

The ambiance of the basement floor was originally lacking in light. Now a sunny,
vacation-like atmosphere dominates that extends to every nook and corner.
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Modern revival

The swimming pool was affectionately
named “tin can” by its owners. It was
originally built in the seventies and was
delivered in one piece as a “prefabri-
cated indoor swimming pool”. The pool
room was beautifully modernised by
painting trompe-l’oeil on all of the walls
and giving the metal frame construction
a fresh coat of paint.

The result: A friendly and sunny atmos-
phere as far as the eye can see.
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Small rooms grow up 
and out

With trompe-l’oeil small rooms in particu-
lar, like this bathroom, take on an extra
dimension and level of luxury. Instead of
using simple white tiling above the bath-
tub, this new wall design gives you that
exotic destination feeling 365 days a year.
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Pure sauna-going pleasure

The windows overlooking the street at
a sauna club in Bratislava were cov-
ered over with a large-scale trompe-
l’oeil painting depicting a mountain
landscape from South Tyrol.

In addition a traditional wooden sauna
made from original materials from
South Tyrol was also integrated in the
remodelling design. The reference to
South Tyrol, as requested by the owner
who is originally from that region,
exudes a very special atmosphere and
allows you to be transported away – if
only for a few hours.
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Relaxing atmosphere

Trompe-l’oeil also makes this room –
used for medical therapy and massage
and measuring just seven square
metres – seem much larger.
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Dolphins included

A wall in an indoor swimming pool in Vienna was painted using trompe-l’oeil. It was
the owner’s children who requested the two dolphins jumping merrily out of the
water. The dolphins were added afterward by hand.
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Directly overlooking the sea

The niches in an old masonry wall were
painted using trompe-l’oeil depicting a sty-
lised Renaissance ocean landscape in the
outdoor dining area of a restaurant. The
feeling of being “locked in” gives way to the
visual perception and the tangible feeling of
being able to gaze out onto the horizon.
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History comes alive

The atmosphere of a Pompeian temple
in your own home is conveyed by the
fresco paintings depicting motifs from
historic Pompeii. This kind of full-surface
antique painting is ideally suited to
bathrooms and indoor swimming pools
where the objective is to create a very
special or exotic ambiance.

European history opens up an entire
palette of possible motifs; from Greek
mythology to the Roman Empire, there
are no limits to the imagination.
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Illusionary dreams and colourful spaces

Motifs such as the Forbidden City or expansive landscapes have a distinct advantage,
namely that they can be very easily adapted to the colour scheme or the physical
dimensions of the room in question. Using vibrant colours to make a bold statement is
one option, as well as creating a gentler atmosphere with more serene colours.
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Restaurant design

Aubergine, a three-star restaurant in
Munich, had a thematic design in mind
for its interior walls. The pulcinello fig-
ures from the Commedia dell’Arte were
presented in a unique context using
trompe-l’oeil, creating an especially
light, playful and appealing effect.

Ceiling art

The ceiling of the Andechser Bräu brew-
ery in Munich was transformed into a
work of art. Rainer Maria Latzke, an
internationally renowned artist, painted
the design by hand on canvas in his stu-
dio before it was inserted into the ceiling.
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Decorative motifs

In decorative painting, only a few
brushstrokes can make a great impact.
Airy, feathery-light clouds turn any blue
surface into the most spectacular sky
and convey the feeling of infinite space.
Surrounded by filigree lines and artistic
craftsmanship, it’s like standing next to
an aviary – small artistic accents that
conjure up a magical atmosphere.
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Creating the impression
of sturdiness

Decorative painting can also be used to
create more sturdy-looking visual
effects, just like in this staircase where
the stone blocks appear deceptively real.
Fine brushstrokes and precision form the
basis of these sandstone walls created
using decorative painting techniques. FDE 05
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A spa atmosphere with
an Italian flair

An unassuming private cellar was
transformed into a spa oasis. Traditional
gypsum stucco for wall corners and
doorways with indirect lighting exude
an Italian flair. Trompe-l’oeil painting
opens up a view out onto the sea.
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Redefining space

Rooms can be completely redone in a
new look simply by using drywall
cladding. In this bathroom, the sky
painting on the ceiling blends into a
pavilion-like, plastic cupola that is clev-
erly backlit. 

3D drywall elements are not only attrac-
tive, but can also be ideally integrated in
lighting and ventilation systems. 
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High degree of flexibility for a natural effect 

Mortar made from crushed stone fines and stone gypsum form the basis for our arti-
ficial rock creations that show both excellent workmanship and flexibility. Artificial
rock can make unsightly technical equipment, air conditioning or sanitary facilities
simply disappear and look like they were created by Mother Nature. They are easy
to care for and durable – just like the real thing.
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Our Products and Services
Trompe-l’oeil

Ocean landscapes

Tuscan motifs

Architectural paintings

Mountain landscape

Zen gardens

Animals

Plants

Frescographies

Hand painted elements

Sky motifs

Decorative painting

Colour washing

Rag rolling

Brushwork techniques

Stippling

Spatula techniques

Stencilling

Lettering

Spraying techniques

Creative painting 

Gilding



Stucco

Gypsum stucco mouldings

Gypsum rosettes

Drawn stucco

Original renovation of old stucco

Plastic stucco

Backlit stucco

Edging of mirrors and/or paintings

Artificial rock

Pool/Bathroom landscapes

Whirlpools

Grottos

Rock cladding

Outdoor climbing walls 

Rock landscapes 

Drywall

Suspended ceilings

Partition walls

Ceiling friezes

Shell formwork

Room dividers

Niche design 

Cladding



DANIA Manufaktur für Farbe & Wohnen GmbH
Heiligenstädter Str. 159, 1190 Vienna/Austria

Tel +43 1 3700 370-0, fax ext. 1 
mailbox@dania.at, www.dania.at

Clients

Aubergine von Witzigmann, Munich

Brauerei Andechser, Munich

Royal Clipper Luxury Yacht, France

Schloßhotel Dürnstein, 3601 Dürnstein

Numerous private residences in Austria and abroad

Showroom




